Grow your business with our trusted IT security
Built for **managed service providers**

The ESET MSP Program makes business easy with flexible licensing through our self-service portal, volume pricing to scale your business and reduce costs, and integrations with top RMM/PSA software. Our free local-based support is easily accessible and effective, so that you can keep clients happy.

- Aggregated volume pricing
- Unique daily-billing, monthly-invoicing model
- Flexibility to add/remove seats instantly
- Multi-tenant remote management
- Cross-platform coverage – Windows, macOS, Linux, servers, virtual machines, mobiles
- Integrations with popular RMM/PSA platforms
- Presales, Migration and Onboarding Services
- Free local-based support
- Opportunities to strengthen your MSP proposition with Full Disk Encryption and 2FA

**What our MSP partners say**

*Vancis*

“*We needed a managed security solution for our customers which guarantees the best security, consumes minimum resources and does not impact the device’s performance. ESET exceeds our expectations with their security portfolio. Their solutions are fast, stable and easy to install.*

Ronald Niekoop, System Engineer, Vancis

*IP System*

“*We can always count on ESET for low support burden and licensing with daily billing and monthly invoicing, which only adds to the efficiencies we are looking for.*

Gregory Peth, Company Manager, IP-System
How does ESET MSP Program work?

Use ESET MSP Administrator credentials for license management as well as customer networks management.

Operate easier with direct MSP plugins

Using an RMM (Remote Monitoring & Management) console to manage your clients? We offer you direct plugins with the widest range of functionality from among endpoint security vendors. They connect endpoints with ESET directly with your RMM, with no need to install and operate a cloud or on-premise console as an intermediary.

We’re continually working on adding new plugins. These are the currently available ones:

- ESET Direct Endpoint Management plugin for Connectwise Automate
- ESET Direct Endpoint Management plugin for Datto
- ESET Direct Endpoint Management plugin for SolarWinds N-Central
- ESET Direct Endpoint Management plugin for NinjaRMM

Also, these are currently supported RMM and PSA tools, via integration with our security management console:

- Kaseya
- Tigerpaw
- ConnectWise Automate
- ConnectWise Manage
- Datto (Autotask AEM)
- Autotask PSA
Order customer seats and change counts instantly with **ESET MSP Administrator**.

**ESET IN NUMBERS**

110m+ users worldwide  
400k+ business customers  
200+ countries & territories  
6000+ MSPs worldwide

**GET STARTED TODAY!**

Fill out a partner application:  
https://www.eset.com/int/business/partner/msp/
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